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1. The purpose of EIA can be divided into____categories

     	--->> 2

     	      3

     	      4

     	      5

2. The purpose of public involvement includes all but which one?

     	      Inform the stakeholders about the proposal and its likely effects of their locality

     	      Take account of the information and views of the public in the EIA and in 
decision making

     	--->> Ensure that the project is carried out no matter what

     	      Solicit for their inputs, views and concerns

3. The relative cost of an EIA for bank projects typically ranges from only ____ of total 
project costs.

     	      0.06 % to 0.12 %

     	      0.06 % to 0.08 %

     	      0.06 % to 0.15 %

     	--->> 0.06 % to 0.10 %

4. Preparation of the final document should meet the following ___objectives

     	      4

     	--->> 2

     	      3

     	      8

5. The process of decision-making by identifying the potentially significant 
environmental effects and risks of development proposals is known as ?
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     	      Definite purpose

     	      Lonterm purpose

     	      Comprehensive purpose

     	--->> Immediate purpose

6. The first comprehensive legislation for EIA was enacted

     	      1980

     	--->> 1970

     	      1960

     	      1950

7. The EIA process is made up of ___  stages

     	      3

     	      4

     	      5

     	--->> 6

8. Monitoring serves ___ purposes

     	      2

     	--->> 3

     	      4

     	      5

9. The following techniques are used for scoping except?

     	--->> Overhead technique

     	      Networks technique

     	      Matrix technique

     	      Checklist technique
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10. The Terms of Reference serves as a __for EIA preparation

     	      Draft

     	      Policy

     	--->> Roadmap

     	      Alternative
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